Simple. Accessible.
You need to give your travellers the right tools to work effectively
wherever they are, but the cost of making and receiving calls when
abroad is a natural concern for multinational companies. If you’re
buying a messy combination of national roaming offers, things can
quickly get confusing – and expensive.

Now for the good news. FreeMove, an alliance
of four leading mobile operators, has changed
international roaming to make it simple, predictable
and affordable for all of your European users –
whether they regularly travel all over the world or
tend to work in the same places every time.
Based on a thorough understanding of your fleet size
and roaming profiles, your Global Account Manager
will create a roaming and international call offer that is
tailored to your company’s needs and takes advantage
of your central buying power.
You can be sure you’re getting the best value for
money, whether that’s Euros, Pounds, Zloty or Krona.

What is FreeMove International Roaming?
FreeMove International Roaming delivers three
distinct commercial advantages in calls from your
home country to abroad, calls made while abroad
and calls received while abroad. Call costs depend
on just three things: where the user is when they
make or receive a call, where they are calling and
how long the call lasts.
Harmonised call structures: simple, clear and
competitive rates for all your users based across
much of the FreeMove footprint as part of your
overall, tailored proposal
Four simple zones: Europe (EU and EEA), Extended
Europe, USA and Canada and Rest of the World
Network independence: your users get the same
great rates, no matter which local network they
happen to connect through
Usage reporting and analysis: better visibility and
control over your mobile fleet by adding FreeMove
Central Report.
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What does this mean for you?
We’ll get you up and running quickly with no
change to your local operations or user experience
– prices are simply applied and billed through your
local FreeMove provider. You’ll feel the benefits
immediately.
• Use your central buying power to save on calls in
the places you do business most
• Simple and predictable pricing with no up-front
charges or hidden fees for call set-up
• Easy to implement with very little day-to-day
management needed
FreeMove International Roaming is currently available
for your users in Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary,
Italy, Lithuania, Norway, Poland, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland and the UK.

The FreeMove alliance
FreeMove is the world’s leading mobile
telecommunications alliance, working to help
multinational companies streamline the management
of their mobile services. Formed in 2003, the alliance
combines the capabilities of Orange, Telecom Italia,
Deutsche Telekom and TeliaSonera along with their
strategic partners. FreeMove provides seamless
international mobile services, harmonised commercial
arrangements, dedicated account support and
telecom expense management. This global coverage
and local support means companies around the
world can manage their mobile fleet more efficiently
through the Power of Alliance.
www.freemovealliance.com

